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early I would understand why connoisseurs of Arabic advocate for language studies in Yemen – most people there don’t speak English at all. As I had found myself in a considerable time trap before leaving the States – leaving my internship in Washington, DC a few days earlier to finish the last exam of Arabic 104 at OSU before my travels – I had not thought of jotting down important phone numbers, addresses, and names et cetera, something I now silently cursed myself for. It didn’t take too long, however, until a man who identified himself as my driver was located by a member of the crowd. –Imaan Ali, is that you? I was looking for you! I couldn’t recognize you; I thought you were Jordanian, he said using an amalgam of poor English and simplified Arabic. I was indeed traveling with Royal Jordanian, and I was wearing very traditional clothes, probably unlike most U.S. students of Arabic there, so his confusion did make sense. The misunderstanding was soon forgotten, however. Thankful for approaching my temporary destination and hopefully getting some sleep before breaking the fast after sunset, I leaned back in the car and observed the scenes before me, attempting to take in and digest the various sights and sounds.

My name is Imaan Ali, and I am an international, and quite untraditional, student of Political Science and International Studies, technically wrapping up my ... starting my last quarter here at OSU (Winter 2009 to Winter 2011). Aside from taking heavier course loads to be able to finish in just over two years, I have been contributing to a book project back in Norway on Muslim women and the head scarf. I won a first year English writing award for an essay published in a Middle Eastern Studies journal. I also contributed to a book project back in Norway on Muslim women and the head scarf. I won a first year English writing award for an essay published in a Middle Eastern Studies journal.

I glanced at the unfamiliar, cloak-clothed figure before me on the dusty ground just as the heavy skies obscured the sun’s path and faded my shadow to invisibility. Soon heavy raindrops would hit the dust and disfigure the ground before me further. I had just exited the airport in Sana’a, Yemen, and I was still chasing my own shadow as the showers found it fit to welcome me. The edge of my abaya (black, long overgarment) quickly turned heavy soaking up the warm water, as I stood among an unusually helpful crowd of a few women and men, trying to explain to them in broken, inconsistent Arabic that I was looking for the driver who was supposed to take me to the Yemen College of Middle Eastern Studies. Even that misunderstanding was soon forgotten, however. Thankful for approaching my temporary destination and hopefully getting some sleep before breaking the fast after sunset, I leaned back in the car and observed the scenes before me, attempting to take in and digest the various sights and sounds.

It did not, in my wildest dreams, cross my mind that I should attempt to go to Yemen for Arabic studies. I had lived and worked in Egypt before; but from relatively modernized and metropolitan Cairo to much more conservative Sana’a is a long stretch. On top of that, the underwear bomber incident and Yemen’s unfortunate position being among the poorest Arab countries didn’t help brighten the prospects of going there. However, after seriously considering the internship in Washington, as well as concerning myself with not getting enough credit hours to graduate in the winter, the summer program of YCMES caught my attention. Fitting in exactly between the end of my internship program and the start of the fall quarter at OSU (plus a few days), it felt like it was just meant to be; hence I de-
J. Josiah Lanning is a senior majoring in Security & Intelligence. During the summer of 2010 he participated in the Ohio Homeland Security Infrastructure Protection Internship program. In this program student interns are contributing to the creation of a database to catalog critical public and private assets in the State of Ohio. One goal of this effort is to provide public officials the information they need to mitigate the effects of natural and manmade disasters. Information from this database is made available to a wide range of officials, from the police officer “on the beat” to Department of Homeland Security officials in the federal government.

“This summer, I had the privilege of being an intern at Ohio Homeland Security. The staff at OHS did a phenomenal job of training me and the other summer interns on what to look for while working for them. I was able to not only learn some valuable information but was also able to see first hand exactly how Ohio Homeland Security operates.

This internship also gave me the opportunity to use information that I learned previously from Introduction to Homeland Security and Introduction to Intelligence classes. After completing this internship, I would have to say it has been one of the most productive internships I have done during my academic career. As I would like to pursue this line of work upon graduation, this internship gave me good exposure to the field as well as great networking opportunities.

Another great opportunity for me took place in August. After being on a waiting list for nearly 3-1/2 years, I received an assistance dog from Canine Companions for Independence. After two weeks of training with my new service dog, my lab/retriever mix came home with me for good. She has already become my best friend and has helped me tremendously with my independence.”
“When I was first offered an internship from the U.S. Department of State, it felt as if I won the lottery. When I learned that the internship was at the U.S. Embassy in Nassau, the Bahamas, I wondered if I had died and went to heaven. This was the second time I applied for the State Department internship; I had applied to posts in France and Switzerland the year before and had been turned down. It came as a complete surprise that I was chosen this time around, and for an embassy in “paradise” no less. The email told me that I had been selected to intern in the Consular section, and I was barely given any information before I moved down to begin working. I was relatively clueless as to what I would be doing in the job. I didn’t care, and after a remarkably cold winter in Ohio I was ready to get down to the islands. The more I thought about the actual work, however, the more I had doubts on the substance of the internship. I became fazed by the fact that I was not working in a major embassy like Paris or travelling a great distance to a place like Tanzania. I didn’t have any information on the cone, or section, of the Embassy I was to work in, Consular. I received an email saying I may work on visa fraud prevention, I may help perform American Citizen Services, or I may encounter immigration law. I was extremely excited to start the internship, but I arrived with only a general idea of what I was about to do and a few doubts on the importance of the post. Needless to say, these were simply pre-arrival anxieties that were quickly shed once I got to know the U.S. Embassy in Nassau and the Consular Section in general. I dove head first into the U.S. State Department world and scrambled to keep up with the endless acronyms, positions, and roles of the people and cones of the Embassy. On the first day, the DCM, or Deputy Chief of Mission, took me into his office to explain that American relations with the Bahamas were very strategic in terms of defense. This explained why I noticed a heavy Coast Guard and Naval presence. There is also one of only two United States Customs and Border Patrol posts at the airport that clears a traveler through US Customs before they land on US soil. The only other one in the world is in Ireland. There are about 15 different branches of the United States government in the Bahamas and the Turks and Caicos, and the section that I was working in was doubtlessly one of the most important in the region. The Consular Section was split into American Citizen Services and Visa Services. American Citizen Services is America’s way of helping out its citizens when abroad, and this could be anything from receiving an emergency passport in the event of a theft to identifying a dead body at the morgue if there wasn’t a next of kin available. Visa Services at an Embassy are where foreigners go to receive visas to enter the US. There are two different types of visas, Immigrant and Non-Immigrant Visas, and in order to receive either, they must be interviewed by an FSO (Foreign Service Officer.) The FSOs are the State Department’s workforce, and it is for this job that the internship program recruits interns. I was given a desk with all of the Foreign Service Officers, though they were rarely at them. Immediately I recognized that the Consular Section was not a typical office job. I did everything that they could throw at me, but most of my duties were involved with American Citizen Services. The hurricane season was upon the Bahamas, and it was my responsibility to communicate with American Wardens to ensure hurricane preparedness. American Wardens are American citizens who live in the consular district and agree to aide the Embassy in emergency situations, like a hurricane. When the communication lines are down, it would be hard for FSOs in Nassau to reach a remote island to make sure that American citizens are okay and have adequate supplies. I talked to them and updated them every week, and they would consult me with their hurricane questions. I was constantly running between the court, the jail, the prison, or even the morgue when American citizens got themselves into trouble. I authored reports on these visits and provided amenities to those who required them. Sometimes I brought them magazines and journals to write in, other times I brought clothes that had been sent to them from family members via the Embassy. When visiting those in prison, it was my duty to inquire about their humanitarian treatment from the Bahamian prison staff. For example, if a prisoner was not getting the correct medicine or the adequate dosage, the US Embassy could obtain a copy of the prisoners medical records from lawyers in the US and pressure the Bahamian prison to adhere to the American doctors orders. This was just one of the many stories I encountered at the Bahamian prison.
One day I had to go to the morgue to identify the body of a diver who drowned. She didn't have any family in the Bahamas to expedite the funeral process, so we confirmed her identity based on the passport photos we had in our files.

Out of all of the American Citizen Services excursions I went on, one day in particular stood out. It was a Tuesday morning after a Bahamian Independence Day long weekend, and we did not have work on that Monday. I walked into the office and my boss immediately assigned me to go shopping for an American citizen who was to have a court hearing the next day and needed presentable clothes and shoes.

Over the weekend a teenaged outlaw stole a private plane in Indiana and flew it all the way to the Bahamas, crashing it in some of the outer islands. Colton Harris-Moore, otherwise known as “the Barefoot Bandit,” had been wanted by the FBI for two years for stealing at least five private aircraft, a few cars, and a boat, along with many household burglaries. In the two years that Harris-Moore was running from the authorities (he began at age 17), he made it from the coast of the Pacific Northwest all the way to a little island in the Bahamas.

I headed off in search of appropriate clothing for Mr. Harris-Moore to wear to his hearing at noon that day. It proved to be quite hard to find anything suitable in touristy downtown Nassau for a young adult to wear to court. I settled on some black board shorts, the least conspicuous “Nassau, Bahamas” shirt I could find, and some gray water shoes, because those were the only type of shoe I could find in a size 14. The Barefoot Bandit had big feet, and I shoed them. After passing the items along to my boss for him to deliver, I went straight to court to watch the hearing. Because there were so many members of the press dying to get a word from a member of the US Embassy, I waited in the magistrate’s office. I had strict orders to say “No comment” to any questions from CNN, NBC, MSNBC, and other nightly news channels approached me for a comment.

Mr. Harris-Moore was charged on one of the southern islands in the Bahamas—and ordered deported immediately after either paying a fine of $200,000 or serving a 3-month sentence. Because he had no money, the American Citizen Services section was able to issue a temporary loan (available to any destitute American) for him to pay this fine. After reporting back to the office, I accompanied my superior to the jail to have him sign a promissory note for the repayment of this loan. He was tall, lanky, and a little bit socially awkward when asked how many Facebook fans he had. The FBI Marshalls were already in place to deport him, and we hurried to the airport with the Bahamian authorities as they put him on the flight headed back to the US. We waited until the airplane’s wheels were up to relax, and the day of the Barefoot Bandit was over.

Strategic Analysis & Information Center (SAIC), OHIO
Elizabeth Gray

Elizabeth Gray graduated Autumn 2010 with a major in History and a minor in Security & Intelligence.

"I spent my summer working for the Strategic Analysis and Information Center (SAIC) within Ohio Homeland Security. I worked thirty-two hours per week alongside the center’s intelligence analysts. The SAIC is a fusion center, and its role is to serve as a “one-stop-shop” for local, state and federal law enforcement agencies to acquire information.

The SAIC conducts intelligence information sharing amongst a wide spectrum to enhance the capabilities of law enforcement agencies to prevent criminal acts and acts of terrorism. My role as an intern was to support the analysts in their mission. I provided research, assisted with writing products, and partook in training opportunities. This internship gave me excellent insight into the daily tasks of an intelligence analyst, as well as the functions required for an intelligence center to run effectively.

I heard about this internship through the International Studies department. Even though none of my prior work experience was specific to intelligence work, which is the case for most college students, I spent a considerable amount of time fine-tuning my resume and creating a cover letter that pointed out how the experience, skills, and education I acquired thus far was very applicable to the type of work I would do during the internship.

My advice for internship-seeking students is to always write a cover letter. A cover letter is your opportunity to market yourself and tell employers how you can contribute to their mission instead of just sending in a resume and making them figure it out on their own.”
translated, the word “barrio” means neighborhood, but here in the DR it means something a little different. Here it means a poor neighborhood, a slum.

We got out of the car and the first thing we saw were two little boys running around with handmade toy cars. They created them by cutting a plastic bottle in half, poking four holes in it, sticking two straws through the holes and finally attaching Gatorade caps as wheels to create their race car masterpiece. They tied their innovation to a shoe string small world magazine - MISSION BOYS & GIRLS CLUB, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC and were so proud of their creation, running it down the dirt road, through the raw sewage and back to me. They were so happy, glowing from the excitement of their new toy.

We walked around the neighborhood and visited some friends. Then Bebe, one of the boys we work with, pulled on my arm. I looked down and his thumb was covered in blood. I asked him if it hurt and he told me it didn’t. That was when he bent down and cleaned it off with the raw sewage running down the street. I insisted that I buy him a bottle of water, clean it off and put a band aid on it. Five minutes after I did just that, I saw him playing with some friends and I noticed that the band aid wasn’t on. I asked him where it was and he replied “se fue”. He threw it away. He was content with it being open, letting the air heal it.

Kara Lapso is a sophomore majoring in International Studies. She spent her summer in the Dominican Republic volunteering with the Dove Missions. These are her reflections upon her experience just as she was concluding her work and preparing to travel back to the States.

“Why do I even begin to describe my trip? These past days here in the Dominican Republic? Well, why not start with the end. Start with today.

I couldn’t sleep last night, but I wasn’t surprised; that’s how it has been the past couple of days. I couldn’t help but let my mind wander, to reminisce. Have you ever loved something so much, cared for something so much, that you missed it before it was even gone? Well that’s kind of how it was when I was trying to sleep. I was nostalgic; I was longing.

But not for the family back home that I had not seen in 25 days nor for my friends that I hadn’t seen since last summer. I was nostalgic because I was already sad that my days are less than numbered and my hours can be counted on my fingers and toes. I was sad that I will be leaving the children behind, hoping that they keep up the hard work, stay off the streets and out of trouble. I was also sad that I am leaving this country behind, virtually unchanged.

This morning, I got out of bed, ate my last mango, brushed my teeth, braided my hair and was out the door. We drove to Dove Missions’ Boys and Girls Club that we have worked at every day this summer. Getting out of the car I had a knot in my stomach and a lump in my throat. I couldn’t believe it was already my last day.

The first task of today was to finish up the letters to the kids’ sponsors. It was so humbling to see how incredibly thankful all the kids are for their sponsors. Their sponsors are the people who give less than a dollar a day to their kids in order to help cover the fees for the club, provide a healthy lunch for them while they are there and to pay for a food voucher that their family receives monthly. The club promotes respect for themselves and respect for others by teaching English, art, music and exercise classes. This club is an amazing place for these kids to spend their days. That way they are not working on the streets begging for five pesos or offering a shoe shine. Anyways, these kids are endlessly thankful for their sponsors and it was so incredible to listen to the things that they wanted to say to them.

After writing the letters, we went to Agua Negra. Agua Negra is one of the “Barrios” that our kids live in. Directly Leo, our coordinator, bought us an ice cream and a mango. I was very grateful. The kids were so happy to see us. They sang to us and sang, “Dove Missions, Dominicana Republic!”

Later on, we went to Agua Negra to help them clear their yard of trash and sewage. It ends up on the beaches of Playa Oeste and Agua Negra. When it rains a lot or when the tide rises, all this water ends up in the homes that are right on the beach. Two-thirds of the kids that we work with live in the barrio of Playa Oeste; the other third lives in the barrio of Agua Negra. I pray that one day I may be as optimistic as these beautiful people…

One time, the mother of three of the children in our club brought orange juice and ice cream for her family. When she realized that we were at her house visiting with her children, she urged us to sit down and have a drink with her. By the time she finished pouring all nine of us volunteers a glass of OJ, the carton was empty, but yet she wouldn’t take “no” for an answer; she insisted that we...
about finishing my dinner, complaining about the lack of air-conditioning in my apartment or buying that new pair of shoes. This trip has helped me realize how abundantly blessed I am and that it's my job, along with the rest of the world's job, to help the people who are not as lucky as us, because "when the game is over, king or pawn, we all end up in the same box.

If you have ever considered doing mission work or doing international volunteer work, you should do it. Stop making excuses. People all over the world are living on just dollars a day -- you can spare the money to make a trip that was the best thing that I have ever done. Within the twenty five days that I have been here in the Dominican Republic, I have seen and smelled things that I will never, ever forget. I did not change the world, not even close, but the world definitely changed me.

I have realized that I am so insignificant, so small and that my efforts may never change the world. No matter how much I try or how hard I pray I know that I may never be able to overthrow a corrupt government or break a city out of the cycle of poverty. I know what that I have done is just a drop in the ocean, but according to Mother Teresa, "if that drop was not in the ocean, the ocean would be less because of that one missing drop."

Liz McKee, the woman that I have lived with for the past sixteen days, always says, "Once you know, you can't hide." Now I know; now I have seen. I can't force myself to forget what I have done for the past twenty-five days. It has been burned onto my soul and etched into my heart. My heart breaks every time I think of stepping onto the plane tomorrow.

Although my trip is over, this summer is a new beginning. I will now think twice about finishing my dinner, complaining about the lack of air-conditioning in my apartment or buying that new pair of shoes. This trip has helped me realize how abundantly blessed I am and that it's my job, along with the rest of the world's job, to help the people who are not as lucky as us, because "when the game is over, king or pawn, we all end up in the same box."

If you have ever considered doing mission work or doing international volunteer work, you should do it. Stop making excuses. People all over the world are living on just dollars a day -- you can spare the money to make a trip that was the best thing that I have ever done. Within the twenty five days that I have been here in the Dominican Republic, I have seen and smelled things that I will never, ever forget. I did not change the world, not even close, but the world definitely changed me.

I have realized that I am so insignificant, so small and that my efforts may never change the world. No matter how much I try or how hard I pray I know that I may never be able to overthrow a corrupt government or break a city out of the cycle of poverty. I know what that I have done is just a drop in the ocean, but according to Mother Teresa, "if that drop was not in the ocean, the ocean would be less because of that one missing drop."

Liz McKee, the woman that I have lived with for the past sixteen days, always says, "Once you know, you can't hide." Now I know; now I have seen. I can't force myself to forget what I have done for the past twenty-five days. It has been burned onto my soul and etched into my heart. My heart breaks every time I think of stepping onto the plane tomorrow.

Although my trip is over, this summer is a new beginning. I will now think twice

---

**Working in Parliament, SCOTLAND**

Kaitlyn Lord

Kaitlyn Lord pictured in the Scottish Parliament Building. As part of her Scottish Parliament Internship, Kaitlyn researched the North Sea oil industry and how better financial management from the oil industry could make Scotland independent.

Kaitlyn Lord had the opportunity to participate in an internship with the Scottish Parliament. She studied abroad winter and spring semester 2010 at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland. Part of the study abroad program included an internship.

“I interned as an aide to a Member of the Scottish Parliament (“MSP”). For the first five weeks of my program, I and 22 other interns took crash courses in Scottish politics, UK politics and Scottish society and culture. Through these courses we were able to gain a better understanding of the truly unique political landscape of the UK and specifically Scotland. Along with regular classes, the interns had “field trips” to historical sites around Edinburgh such as Edinburgh Castle and National Portrait Gallery of Scotland. Our program gave us the opportunity to meet chief media officers in the Scottish Parliament who produce press releases and protect the Parliament’s image. We also met with senior news correspondents such as Brian Taylor from the BBC. Along with these enrichment activities associated with the program, I have been able to independently travel around Scotland and England. I have visited the Western Highlands and I have walked along Hadrian’s Wall in England. These are just some of the highlights of my experiences in less than two months in the mythical Scotland.

This past week, I officially began my internship in the Scottish Parliament. I work in an office next to the MSP’s office and provide assistance to him and his aide. My MSP is Alasdair Allan and he represents the Western Isles. As part of internship, I will work closely with MSP’s staff in evaluating and assisting in the sponsorship of various bills with an emphasis on educational bills and researching topics relevant to my MSP’s constituency. I am currently researching the North Sea Oil Industry and how better financial management from the oil industry could make Scotland independent.”

Kaitlyn is a senior majoring in International Relations & Diplomacy with a minor in Political Science.

Learn more about studying in Scotland at: http://oia.osu.edu/pdf/countries/Scottla%20-AcademicUniversityProgram.pdf
Sarah Spector is a sophomore majoring in International Relations & Diplomacy and Spanish. “I really did not know what to expect when we walked in the first day. At first the girls were quiet and nervous around us, but by the end of the first lesson their enthusiasm came out. Because of their enthusiasm, the classes turned out to be a lot of fun. We role-played and taught the class mainly through participation. There is nothing more terrifying then getting up in front of a group of teen-age girls to sing ‘head shoulders knees and toes.’

Everyday we asked the girls if there was anything specific that they wanted us to bring in or if there was any kind of vocabulary that they thought would be useful to learn. One of the girls asked us to bring in the song from the Titanic, and from that an idea was born. The girls had a really hard time pronouncing English words, and because of that were too embarrassed to even try. The other intern and I came up with the idea that singing might be a more effective way of learning. We figured if the girls could master one song, then their interest in English and confidence would increase. We made a deal with our students, if they could learn to sing the Titanic song well enough to perform for the nuns that ran the home, then we would celebrate our last class with a pizza fiesta.

I spent every morning from eight a.m. to noon, Monday through Friday in the Day Care. The Day Care provides a safe place for the kids of poor single working parents in need of help. All of the 120 kids in the day care receive three balanced meals a day plus a snack. I worked mainly in la sala cuna, or the crib room, with the babies aged from two and a half years old to just a few months old. Every day we arrived around the same time that the kids were getting dropped off. While each day varied, normally we began the day by helping to brush the kid’s hair and wash their faces. Then throughout the day we helped with all of their meals. On average, we had about 15 kids and about seven of them could not eat on their own and needed to be fed. I became at pro at getting the babies to eat by the end of the seven weeks. Most of the time in between meals we spent playing with the kids, comforting them when they were upset or just letting them climb all over us. Walking in there the first day I never would have expected to get as attached to them as I did. However, by the end of the seven weeks, I knew their names, what toys they liked, how they would react if another child stole said toy and what I could do to comfort them.

Besides the work at the day care, I also taught an English class along with the other intern twice a week for an hour and a half. We taught a group of about eight girls ranging in age from fifteen to eighteen. The girls lived in a house run by two of the nearest nuns I’ve ever met. Some of the girls were orphans, while a great majority of them had family living in and around Santa Rosa, but lived at the house since their families could not provide for them.

The girls spoke and understood virtually no English, so the entire class was taught in Spanish. I had never taken any classes on teaching and had no idea what to expect when we walked in the first day. At first the girls were quiet and nervous around us, but by the end of the first lesson their enthusiasm came out. Because of their enthusiasm, the classes turned out to be a lot of fun. We role-played and taught the class mainly through participation. There is nothing more terrifying then getting up in front of a group of teen-age girls to sing ‘head shoulders knees and toes.’

Everyday we asked the girls if there was anything specific that they wanted us to bring in or if there was any kind of vocabulary that they thought would be useful to learn. One of the girls asked us to bring in the song from the Titanic, and from that an idea was born. The girls had a really hard time pronouncing English words, and because of that were too embarrassed to even try. The other intern and I came up with the idea that singing might be a more effective way of learning. We figured if the girls could master one song, then their interest in English and confidence would increase. We made a deal with our students, if they could learn to sing the Titanic song well enough to perform for the nuns that ran the home, then we would celebrate our last class with a pizza fiesta.

Sarah Spector pictured with a “handful” of children at the Central American Medical Outreach center in Honduras. She spent her summer there as a volunteer.

Sarah Spector is a sophomore majoring in International Relations & Diplomacy and Spanish. “I really did not know what to expect when I applied for one of two summer intern spots through the non-profit organization, Central American Medical Outreach (CAMO). Luckily for me, it could not of been a more successful summer experience spent in Santa Rosa de Copan, Honduras. According to its website, “CAMO is a humanitarian organization that improves the lives of people by strengthening health care systems and promoting sustainable community development.” I found that CAMO not only does what the organization’s mission statement sets out to do, but goes above and beyond.

CAMO as an organization does not remain in only one specified area of expertise, but works to better the city of Santa Rosa de Copan in a variety of ways. CAMO offers over 16 different health care programs and has worked to renovate many different public and community buildings including the hospital, the day care that I worked in, a diagnostic center and a cultural center. CAMO has also built and runs a family violence shelter as well as a trade school.

CAMO as an organization does not remain in only one specified area of expertise, but works to better the city of Santa Rosa de Copan in a variety of ways. CAMO offers over 16 different health care programs and has worked to renovate many different public and community buildings including the hospital, the day care that I worked in, a diagnostic center and a cultural center. CAMO has also built and runs a family violence shelter as well as a trade school.

CAMO as an organization does not remain in only one specified area of expertise, but works to better the city of Santa Rosa de Copan in a variety of ways. CAMO offers over 16 different health care programs and has worked to renovate many different public and community buildings including the hospital, the day care that I worked in, a diagnostic center and a cultural center. CAMO has also built and runs a family violence shelter as well as a trade school.

Teaching English was a rewarding yet humbling experience for me. At times, it was a challenge to inspire the students, but they never failed to inspire me. When it came time for the girls to perform the song for the nuns, they were well prepared and blew it out of the water. Even if our students do not remember a single word of English, I hope that the pride of their accomplishment will never sink. All the girls were beaming with pride after they gave their performance and one of the nuns had tears in her eyes. It was a moment I was truly proud to be a part of.

Saying good-bye to the girls was one of the most difficult experiences we had while down in Honduras. They hugged us and clung to us and asked us to come back again.

Heading to Honduras I thought that I would be making a difference in someone else’s life. I found that even more so, everyone I met made a difference in my life. Who knew that in just seven weeks I could learn the confidence to teach, to care for children and to be a part of an organization such as CAMO.

I learned about myself everyday that I was down there and was able to better myself as a result.”

Sarah Spector with a “handful” of children at the Central American Medical Outreach center in Honduras. She spent her summer there as a volunteer.

Sarah Spector is a sophomore majoring in International Relations & Diplomacy and Spanish. “I really did not know what to expect when I applied for one of two summer intern spots through the non-profit organization, Central American Medical Outreach (CAMO). Luckily for me, it could not of been a more successful summer experience spent in Santa Rosa de Copan, Honduras. According to its website, “CAMO is a humanitarian organization that improves the lives of people by strengthening health care systems and promoting sustainable community development.” I found that CAMO not only does what the organization’s mission statement sets out to do, but goes above and beyond.

CAMO as an organization does not remain in only one specified area of expertise, but works to better the city of Santa Rosa de Copan in a variety of ways. CAMO offers over 16 different health care programs and has worked to renovate many different public and community buildings including the hospital, the day care that I worked in, a diagnostic center and a cultural center. CAMO has also built and runs a family violence shelter as well as a trade school.

Sarah dancing with one of the children at the daycare center. “Edwin loves dancing to the Honduran music!”
Elizabeth Mundy is a junior majoring in International Relations & Diplomacy, with a minor in Economics. She is a member of the university honors program. This last summer she spent time volunteering at the Samrong Children’s Orphanage in Cambodia.

“I did not exactly ease myself into international travel. I always pictured my first time abroad as a short, enlightening vacation with family or friends. So when I ended up leaving the U.S. for the first time on a three-month trip to live on a sustainable farm in Southeast Asia with 70 orphans, even I was surprised. I was the first volunteer to live at Chil-dren’s Orphanage Samrong, located just outside Phnom Penh, Cambodia. It was here that I taught daily English classes to children ranging from 9 to 20 years old. I played with the children at all hours, worked on the farm, and learned how to harvest rice.

My internship was with an organization called EGBOK Mission. EGBOK Mission is an international nonprofit empowering young adults with the educational and vocational training needed to support themselves as hospitality professionals. I served as the spokesperson between EGBOK Mission and the or-phange. With the help of staff mem-bers from both ends, we were able to begin the hospitality program at Samrong for 22 advanced students. I taught bi-weekly hospitality classes, educating the students about hotels, restaurants, and tourism. They attended cooking classes, went on hotel tours, and traveled throughout the city learning about their own country’s history. In the coming months, the students will apply to voca-tional schools and prepare for universi-ties. Each of their achievements means that they are one step closer to finding successful jobs as young adults.

I was astounded by the students’ progress over the summer. The students naturally embody the essential characteristics of hospitality: compassion, kindness, and humility. Furthermore, they found ways to continue their studies outside of the classroom—asking me questions during meals, creating de-tailed binders of notes, and helping each other with tricky concepts. It is their dedication that has encouraged me to pursue a thesis on the hospitality industry within developing countries. At the very least, it is a way that I can acknowledge their amazing growth as students and future professionals in the hospitality industry.”

Elizabeth (far right) with some of the children at Samrong Children’s Orphanage. “These children naturally embody the essential characteristics of hospitality: compassion, kindness and humility.”

Britany Selhorst is a senior majoring in Math and Security & Intelligence. She was chosen to participate in a 12 week internship this last summer with the Na-tional Geospatial Intelligence Agency.

“This past summer, I had a 12 week internship with the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA). The intern-ship was located in the DC area and fortunately, it was a paid internship. However, the best part of my internship was the real work experience I gained. I was not given small tasks to fill my time, but I was given real-world pro-jects, and I was able to see the products of my hard work.

NGA is part of the Intelligence commu-nity that exploits GEOINT. I was able to actively take part in NGA’s mission to provide the intelligence community and the war fighters with solid imagery in-telligence. As an intern, I really got to experience how the intelligence commu-nity collaborates. I had access to intelli-pedia and other sources where I was personally able to collaborate with other agencies.

NGA has a great internship program with about 60 internships each summer. It is a very well organized internship program. There are organized lunch- eons where the interns gather to learn more about a particular part of the agency/intelligence community or we would go on a tour. The intern program managers intentionally listen to any improve-ments or ideas that the interns have to improve the program. The managers also allowed me to plan a Capitol Hill tour for all the interns.

Britany (center) with fellow co-workers in front of the Nation’s Capital. “I honestly could not have asked for a better internship experience!”

Britany Selhorst is a senior majoring in Math and Security & Intelligence. She was chosen to participate in a 12 week internship this last summer with the Na-tional Geospatial Intelligence Agency. “This past summer, I had a 12 week internship with the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA). The intern-ship was located in the DC area and fortunately, it was a paid internship. However, the best part of my internship was the real work experience I gained. I was not given small tasks to fill my time, but I was given real-world pro-jects, and I was able to see the products of my hard work.

NGA is part of the Intelligence commu-nity that exploits GEOINT. I was able to actively take part in NGA’s mission to provide the intelligence community and the war fighters with solid imagery in-telligence. As an intern, I really got to experience how the intelligence commu-nity collaborates. I had access to intelli-pedia and other sources where I was personally able to collaborate with other agencies.

NGA has a great internship program with about 60 internships each summer. It is a very well organized internship program. There are organized lunch- eons where the interns gather to learn more about a particular part of the agency/intelligence community or we would go on a tour. The intern program managers intentionally listen to any improve-ments or ideas that the interns have to improve the program. The managers also allowed me to plan a Capitol Hill tour for all the interns.

NGA offers many benefits that other Intelligence Agencies do not have. NGA promotes their employees having a work and home life balance. For instance, there is a program that allows all employees who apply to use three hours of their work week to work out at their facilities. Being able to work out during your work schedule allows many of their employees to maintain healthy lifestyles without cutting into their fam-ily/social time. As an intern, I was able to have access to all of these benefits. I honestly could not have asked for a better internship experience. I met great people and made some lasting friendships. I also realized I want to sustain a career in the IC and NGA is a great agency where my career can grow.”
Ramona Selvarajah is a Development Studies major and a Public Health minor. She spent the summer of 2010 in Kenya performing research in support of Amnesty International’s study of maternal mortality, women’s health and women’s rights in Africa. Ramona began to open up about their lives. At first they were very unwilling to trust visitors.

They feared their HIV status would become known. Doctor-patient confidentiality is typically not supported there. Most men do not use condoms. Most of women were pregnant. “The focus of the women is to marry and bear children. ... thing”, implying higher social standing.”  Ramona also visited the slums of Nairobi. The sheer scale of the problems and density of people there was shocking to experience. “Everywhere you go there are piles of trash. There are dumps in the middle of neighborhoods. In one, there is an orphanage nearby. The woman who ran it was attacked...

Ramona performed her main research in Salaama, Kenya. She participated in several medical outreach missions to villages in the area. Prevention of malaria and ringworm, administering immunizations and testing for HIV were important parts of these efforts. She also did fund raising so generic versions of drugs and treatments for diseases could be procured. “Simple things, like sugar, honey and water, are critical for the treatment of diarrhea.”

In her research, Ramona studied the stigma surrounding AIDS. It took about a month of regular meetings at a local church before the women of the area opened up about their lives. At first they were very unwilling to trust visitors.

They feared their HIV status would become known. Doctor-patient confidentiality is typically not supported there. Most men do not use condoms. Most of women were pregnant. “The focus of the women is to marry and bear children. They are afraid to say "no" to their husbands regarding sex. For a male, having more than one wife is a "good thing", implying higher social standing.”

Ramona also visited the slums of Nairobi. The sheer scale of the problems and density of people there was shocking to experience. “Everywhere you go there are piles of trash. There are dumps in the middle of neighborhoods. In one, there is an orphanage nearby. The woman who ran it was attacked, raped and cut up.”

“With little or no sanitation in the slums, just going to the bathroom at night is perilous. Women are raped after dark, and a bathroom could be two miles away.”

With almost no computer technology in Kenya, health records are all stored in a library at the government Health Service. Much research and reports needed to be written up. My duties included writing up cables to be sent to Washington, delivering demands to the Kenyan government officials, and practicing public diplomacy. One of my favorite experiences with public diplomacy was speaking at a camp for Roma children in a more destitute part of Slovenia about America and American culture.

During my time at the embassy I was also able to experience other sections of the Foreign Service. I spent some time in the consular section, some more time in the Deputy Chief of Mission’s section. There was also time to travel all around Slovenia and surrounding countries!

Overall my experience was amazing. I suggest anybody who is interested in the foreign service or working abroad to apply for an internship with the U.S. State Department.”
Visiting Russian Scholar
CSEES & International Studies host Visiting Scholar from St. Petersburg for Spring 11

Power & Business in Russia
TR 9:30-11:18 AM
Class Number 5705
This class explores the complex relationships between political and economic leaders in Russia with a main focus on the period after the collapse of communism. Such topics as the “shadow economy”, organized crime and corruption, the rise of the “oligarchs” and emergence of the global economic crisis will also be explored. The response of Putin and Medvedev to the global economic crisis will also be explored.

Contemporary Russian Politics
M W 1:30-3:18 PM
Class Number 5709
The class will start with the collapse of the Soviet Union. It will trace the making and unmaking of major political institutions in Russia, including the presidency and the parliament. Comparisons will be made between the political regimes of Yeltsin and Putin/Medvedev. The viability of political parties and elections will be studied as well as regional affairs, ethnic conflicts and the impact of organized crime.

International Studies and the Center for Slavic & East European Studies are very pleased to be sponsoring Dr. Andrey Shcherbak from Russia to teach three classes for Spring 2011.

Dr. Shcherbak is affiliated with the European University in St. Petersburg and has international experience teaching in the UK, Norway and the United States.

He has authored several publications in Russia on parties and elections, fiscal federalism in the Russian regions and the effects of the “resource curse” on Russian political development.

Since the middle 1980s, Russia has undergone massive changes in its political and economic systems and in its position in global politics. The Communist party led state apparatus has been largely dismantled. However, a powerful state still holds power. Centralized planning of the economy has given way to an oligopoly-based variant of a market economy. The Soviet empire has fallen apart as a large number of former client states in Eastern Europe and Central Asia have attained independence or are seeking it.

With all of these changes, however, Russia is still a critical player in global affairs. Its military, particularly its WMD arsenal and high-technology weapons, remain among the most formidable on the planet. It is an important energy producing country. Its scientific and intellectual talents are first rate. In total, though its position in world affairs is diminished when compared to the 1950-1985 time period of the height of the cold war, it still possesses much influence over the Eurasian land mass due to its massive size, presence and power.

Dr. Shcherbak’s three Spring 2011 classes will each explore important aspects of Russia today.

The Global Seminar series was initiated in 1985 as part of the United Nations’ effort to bring the knowledge and experience embodied in the experts that consult with it to interested citizens around the world. Japan was the country that launched the series, and it has now spread around the globe.
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“Green College 2015” and assisted in its 2010 foundation. The purpose of the college is to educate for environmental responsibility. The basic themes include reduction of resource usage, recycling and reuse, repair, and redefining how happiness can be fostered in people.

To participate, knowledge of the Japanese language and English are required. Aya is fluent in both. Addition-ally, she is studying Chinese at Ohio State.
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Aya Matsuda
International Relations & Diplomacy major, participated in the United Nations University Global Seminar Japan this summer.

The theme for the September 6-10 event was “Toward a Global Sustainable Society.” Participants interacted with experts from around the world over the five days of the seminar and completed research projects to further its mission.

Aya’s team presented a report entitled

“Aya Matsuda, International Relations & Diplomacy major, participated in the United Nations University Global Seminar Japan this summer.

The theme for the September 6-10 event was “Toward a Global Sustainable Society.” Participants interacted with experts from around the world over the five days of the seminar and completed research projects to further its mission.

Aya’s team presented a report entitled

“Green College 2015” and assisted in its 2010 foundation. The purpose of the college is to educate for environmental responsibility. The basic themes include reduction of resource usage, recycling and reuse, repair, and redefining how happiness can be fostered in people.

To participate, knowledge of the Japanese language and English are required. Aya is fluent in both. Additionally, she is studying Chinese at Ohio State.

The Global Seminar series was initiated in 1985 as part of the United Nations’ effort to bring the knowledge and experience embodied in the experts that consult with it to interested citizens around the world. Japan was the country that launched the series, and it has now spread around the globe.

Aya Matsuda (top at the podium) (bottom row second from left)
giving her presentation at the U.N. Global Seminar in Japan.
use of shower facilities and donated clothes and shoes. Their informal education includes seminars and workshops on topics such as safe sex, prevention of drugs and violence, personal hygiene, social services that the community offers and how to access such services, as well as the English lessons that I teach. The campaign to end violence against women is a combined effort among my organization and three other organizations in Novi Sad. Statistically, Vojvodina has the largest amount of domestic violence. This is because of the large numbers of displaced people, war veterans, and people affected by poverty. The campaign consists of mostly seminars, trainings and collaborations with police, government officials and schools to make sure that the violence is accounted for and handled properly. Working with the Serbian people has opened my mind to what the world consists of outside of what I previously knew. It has changed my outlook on life and given me direction in terms of my long term career goals. I thought that I wanted to be a diplomat, but have decided that living internationally and working with non-profit organizations are where my interests lie.

Aside from working, I get to enjoy wild, wonderful Serbia! In the time that I have been here, I have visited multiple medieval fortresses, attended festivals such as the Gaca trumpet festival and a honey festival, and folklore dances. While in Serbia, I also had the opportunity to work with and ride horses in my free time. It was great to be able to take one of my passions from America and continue it here.

Because of Serbia’s location in the middle part of Eastern Europe, I was able to take weekend trips to neighboring countries. I visited Hungary, Slovakia and Romania. While in Slovakia, I visited Slovenia and Romania. While in Romania, I visited Bucharest and the Kalemegdan fortress, attended festivals such as the Gaca trumpet festival and a honey festival, and folklore dances. While in Serbia, I also had the opportunity to work with and ride horses in my free time. It was great to be able to take one of my passions from America and continue it here.

Because of Serbia’s location in the middle part of Eastern Europe, I was able to take weekend trips to neighboring countries. I visited Hungary, Slovakia and Romania. While in Slovakia, I visited Slovenia and Romania. While in Romania, I visited Bucharest and the Kalemegdan fortress, attended festivals such as the Gaca trumpet festival and a honey festival, and folklore dances. While in Serbia, I also had the opportunity to work with and ride horses in my free time. It was great to be able to take one of my passions from America and continue it here.

Although most of it has been amazing, there have been several distressing occurrences. I quickly came to realize how people in Serbia and other parts of Eastern Europe feel about America and Americans. One of the most distressing occurrences was on a train on the way from Belgrade to Novi Sad. A man on the train spent the entire two hour ride telling me how awful America is, how Barack Obama is a fake, and how the American people do not even know what the capital of our country is. The people who stole my mail wanted what I had. The man on the train is bitter because Americans have the capacity to own things and make money, the freedom to be, to go and to do. Traveling and living abroad is an amazing experience, filled with ups and downs. The ups are the great memories we make and why we do it in the first place, and the downs are where we learn the real lessons that we carry with us for the rest of our lives.”
I recently left my career as analyst to move to South America where I currently live with my husband and dog. In order to maintain a connection with international and domestic issues I created a blog and Facebook page called The Right Track POV; http://therighttrackpov.blogspot.com/.

The articles and discussion topics range from the recent Yemen-based terror plot, to Mexican drug gangs, to the midterm elections. Most posts are right-of-center in the analytical portions, but the aim of the page is to initiate dialogue between followers of all political parties and beliefs.

I am currently looking for contributors to my blog. All contributions would remain property of the author and I would only make necessary screenings and changes as the Editor-in-Chief. This is a great opportunity for students and alumni to contribute their analyses to a wider audience and supplement their resumes.

Stephanie Morgan (2004)

Please contact me on my blog or at the email below if you are interested.

therighttrackpov@gmail.com

Among Stephanie’s many publications are: Terrorist Network Analysis: Ansar al-Islam (published for the Terrorism Research Center, 2005); The Yemen Problem and the Administration’s Failure to Address It (published in The Right Track POV, October 2010). She publishes regularly in The Right Track POV.

Editors Note: Stephanie Morgan graduated in 2004 with a major in International Relations. Her story provides a very good example of how a student can establish a career and life direction from an undergraduate foundation at The Ohio State University. Notice how she took advantage of the opportunities available to OSU students by gaining foreign experience through study abroad. She worked as a student. Importantly, she took on a senior thesis project. Graduate schools are attracted to students that perform research at the undergraduate level because it indicates they have begun to make the transition to a graduate level of work and study. Research requires the ability to conceptualize, construct and execute a complex project. This is performed in consultation and with the support of faculty and graduate students, but ultimately it is the responsibility of the student to complete the task at a level acceptable for approval by a review committee. This is the essence of graduate study and establishment of an independent career.

“When I entered OSU in the fall of 1999 I knew I wanted to major in a field that would allow me to study politics, languages, history, and cultures. The International Studies program provided the ideal curriculum for my career interests. In addition to the diversity and strength of the program and faculty, I took advantage of study abroad opportunities, student work and research programs at the Marathon Center and the Honors & Scholars options available to International Studies students. Experiences such as living in Germany and writing an Honors Thesis helped me develop a competitive portfolio. [Editors Note: Stephanie’s thesis was entitled Vladimir Putin: The Man, the Myth, and the Future of the Russian Federation.]

After graduation from OSU in 2004, I received my MA in International Security from the University of Denver in 2006. During this time I also worked with US NORTHCOM, DHS, and various security research institutions. From there I moved to Washington, DC where I spent several years working as a consultant and analyst for the US Government. In my positions, such as Senior Intelligence Analyst, I supported efforts related to international security.

In 2010 I received the US Joint Chiefs of Staff Joint Civilian Service Commendation Award for my service in Iraq and Afghanistan. [Editors Note: the Commendation Award is a mid-level United States military award which is presented for sustained acts of heroism or meritorious service. It is for valorous actions in direct contact with an enemy force in a less than combat role. In addition, Stephanie was awarded the US Department of Treasury Secretary’s Award of Appreciation.) None of my accomplishments would have been possible without the foundation I received at OSU’s International Studies Program.

None of my accomplishments would have been possible without the foundation I received at OSU’s International Studies Program.

Editors Note: Stephanie Morgan graduated in 2004 with a major in International Relations. Her story provides a very good example of how a student can establish a career and life direction from an undergraduate foundation at The Ohio State University. Notice how she took advantage of the opportunities available to OSU students by gaining foreign experience through study abroad. She worked as a student. Importantly, she took on a senior thesis project. Graduate schools are attracted to students that perform research at the undergraduate level because it indicates they have begun to make the transition to a graduate level of work and study. Research requires the ability to conceptualize, construct and execute a complex project. This is performed in consultation and with the support of faculty and graduate students, but ultimately it is the responsibility of the student to complete the task at a level acceptable for approval by a review committee. This is the essence of graduate study and establishment of an independent career.
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The Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Civilian Service Commendation Award Stephanie Morgan (2004)
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